Most of existing methods do not consider the influence of expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis. This decreases the effect and accuracy of barrage sentiment analysis. Therefore, we propose a barrage sentiment analysis scheme based on expression and tone. First, we propose a new sentiment dictionary based on expression and tone to increase the effect of barrage sentiment analysis. Second, we propose a new calculation method of sentiment value based on expression and tone for barrage sentiment analysis to increase the accuracy. Meanwhile, we change a single threshold to a threshold range, to expand the scope of neutral barrages. Finally, the experimental results show that our scheme is more effective and practical than the existing methods in the scenario of barrage sentiment analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of the network video, the scale of network video audiences is continuously expanding. The barrage reviews are more and more popular [1] . Barrage is a new and timely interactive comment system. It is directly displayed on the video interface by scrolling subtitles. It deepens the audience's understanding of the video content. It also promotes the communication between audiences of the same video [2] . With the popularity of the barrage function in various video websites, the sentiment information in the barrage is becoming more and more universal and referential. These sentiment information can accurately reflect audiences' instant sentiments and praise and derogation in watching video [3] .
At present, some researches have been made in the field of text sentiment analysis. However, they mainly focus on social media and commodity reviews [4] . Because the barrage is a new way of interactive reviews in recent years, there are a little researches on the barrage sentiment analysis. Most
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dalin Zhang. of existing researches on the barrage regard it as a time synchronization text tag of a closely related video [5] . The barrages are mainly used in video content abstract [6] , video content tag [7] , video key frame recommendation [8] , etc. Because of the characteristics of the barrage itself, such as short text content, colloquial, more network language, nonstandard language and so on, the sentiment analysis of the barrage still faces great challenges.
Most of existing barrage sentiment analysis methods [4] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] do not consider the influence of expression and tone. On the one hand, expressions are often filtered out in the text pre-processing stage, which decreases the effect of sentiment analysis. Consequently, they can not restore the true sentiment tendency of the text as accurately as possible. On the other hand, tones are usually considered to be meaningless stop words that can be omitted and filtered out in the text pre-processing stage. That is, they ignore the emotional color of the tones themselves, which decreases the accuracy of sentiment analysis.
To remove the above issues, we propose a new Barrage Sentiment analysis scheme based on Expression and Tone. We name our scheme as BSET. BSET increases the effect and accuracy of sentiment analysis in view of the extensive use of expressions and tones in the barrage. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme has better performance than the existing methods in the scenario of barrage sentiment analysis. The contributions of this paper are shown as follows.
(1) We propose a new sentiment dictionary based on expression and tone for barrage sentiment analysis.
In the sentiment dictionary, we add a new expression dictionary and a new tone dictionary. Based on the new sentiment dictionary, we increase the effect of barrage sentiment analysis. (2) We propose a new calculation method of sentiment value based on expression and tone for barrage sentiment analysis. In the calculation method, we consider the influence of expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis. Based on the new calculation method, we increase the accuracy of barrage sentiment analysis. (3) We change a threshold to a threshold range. Thus, some wrong classified polysemic barrages are correctly classified as neutral barrages. Based on this, we significantly improve the effect and accuracy of neutral barrages. (4) We verify the effect and accuracy of our scheme through comparing with existing methods by experiments. The experimental results show that our scheme is more effective and practical than the existing methods in the scenario of barrage sentiment analysis. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 provides our system structure. Section 4 shows our initial sentiment dictionary. Section 5 emends the initial sentiment dictionary. Section 6 carries on the experimental analysis and we conclude the paper in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORKS A. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The theoretical background of this paper comes from NLP (Natural Language Processing) [12] . Raw text is put into an Annotation object and then a sequence of Annotators add information in an analysis pipeline. The resulting Annotation, containing all the analysis information added by the Annotators, can be output in XML or plain text forms [12] .
For a natural language B, maybe B has more than one sentiment word. For a sentiment word β, people give β a sentiment value v(β). Then the system finds the set of degree adverbs near β. Next, the system locates the concept node of degree adverbs in NLP knowledge base. Finally, the system uses Formula (1) to calculate the weighted sentiment value, where o i is the weight of a degree adverb. The weighted sentiment value v β is the final sentiment value of β.
There may be multiple sentiment words in each natural language. Each sentiment word may also be modified by zero or more different degree adverbs, so it needs to be unified. After getting the final sentiment values of sentiment words, the final sentiment value of natural language B is calculated as Formula (2), where |B| denotes the number of sentiment words in B.
Barrage is a new interactive comment function provided by video website. The function allows users to overlay published comments on video screen. The comment is updated in time.
The barrage drifts from right to left or hovers in a certain position for several seconds. Figure 1 is a screenshot of a barrage in a video on bilibilibili [13] . In the screenshot, we can see some comments scrolling from right to left. Most of the content of the barrage is closely related to the content of the video. For example, ''Ha-ha'' means that users are happy to see the video.
In Figure 1 , we can see that the comments contain expressions (such as ''\( * T T * )/'', ''(_)'', etc.) and tones (such as ''Ha-ha'', ''ohhhhhhhh!'', etc.). Actually, in many cases, the barrages are mainly composed by expressions and tones. The proportion of texts (such as ''Isn't it good-looking?'') is very low. Obviously, these expressions and tones all express the rich feelings of the barrage sender. However, most of existing methods do not consider the influence of the expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis [4] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] .
C. RELEVANT RESEARCHES ON BARRAGE
Current researches on barrage regard it as a timesynchronized text tag closely related to video content. More and more researchers analyze video data around barrage comments.
Sun et al. [6] select the candidate high-brightness video clips based on the barrage comments. Then they score the candidate clips according to the number and content of the barrage comments. Finally, they select the candidate clips with the highest score to compose the movie content summary. Zeng et al. [7] propose a supervised dynamic LDA model for video content tagging. The model uses the variational topics of barrage comments to extract type tags and keyword tags.
Chen et al. [8] design a novel key-frame recommendation based on video images and barrage comments, which can personalize the key frame recommendation for users. Hao et al. [1] analyze the barrage emotions on the Korean. They also put forward a media effect classification framework to provide references for young viewers about jointly media and tourist destinations. Chen et al. [14] study the mechanism of lonely viewers using barrage video.
All of above researches do not consider the influence of the expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis.
D. SENTIMENT DICTIONARY
This kind of methods constructs a sentiment dictionary to mark all kinds of sentiment words in the text. Based on the sentiment dictionary, they determine the sentiment polarity of the text. Sentiment analysis methods based on sentiment dictionary mainly rely on open source sentiment dictionary or extended sentiment dictionary. If the sentiment dictionary contains too few sentiment words, many sentiment words with clear sentiment tendencies can not be recognized. This always leads to errors in the results of sentiment analysis.
Chinese open source sentiment dictionaries include HowNet [15] , Chinese sentiment Dalian University of Technology vocabulary ontology database [16] , NTUSD [17] , and BosonNLP sentiment dictionary [18] , etc. The English open source sentiment dictionaries include WordNet [19] , etc. Many open source sentiment dictionaries are automatically constructed from millions of sentiment tagging data from microblogs, forums and other data sources. The dictionary includes many network terms and informal abbreviations. The dictionary also has a high coverage of non-standard texts.
Rao etc. develop an effective algorithm and three pruning strategies to automatically construct a word-level sentiment dictionary for social sentiment detection [20] . Zhang et al. [11] propose a Chinese micro-blog text sentiment analysis method based on sentiment dictionary. Thus,they can better support the work of network regulatory agencies. Tago and Jin [21] use two emotional dictionaries to analyze the relationship impact of emotional behavior based on Twitter data. Liang et al. [22] propose the application of crosslinguistic technology to the construction of Tibetan emotional dictionary and emotional analysis.
However, all of above researches do not consider the influence of the expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis.
E. MACHINE LEARNING
Sentiment classification based on machine learning usually generates trend classifier by training marker corpus and classifying test text [23] .
Lauren et al. [24] embed ELM-based Word in the NPL task of text categorization,such as sentiment analysis, sequence marker, etc. Ghiassi and Lee [25] reduce the sparsity based on setting a group of seven ''meta-features''. Meanwhile, they propose a new method to identify TSA's unique dictionary set. Raghavendra and Mohan [26] propose a content-based sentiment classification method for Web minimization of search results. This method includes K nearest neighbor (KNN) technology, which is used to extract similar Twitter strength by using pre-learning log threshold. Chaturvedi et al. [27] extend the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) paradigm to a new framework. The new framework uses the characteristics of Bayesian networks and fuzzy recurrent neural networks to perform subjectivity detection. Chakraborty et al. [28] use machine learning technology to conduct sentiment analysis based on a group of film comments.
All of above researches also do not consider the influence of the expression and tone on barrage sentiment analysis.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF BSET
The structure of BSET is shown in Figure 2 . Our scheme has three steps. First, we construct an initial sentiment dictionary. Second, we emend the sentiment value in the dictionary by degree calculation and negative calculation. Finally, we use the emended dictionary to analyze the barrage sentiment. All our innovative modules are highlighted in water blue. The design principle of BSET significantly outperforms previous methods in expression and tone.
Our initial sentiment dictionary includes 6 modules: Basic dictionary, Domain dictionary, Expression dictionary, Tone dictionary, Field dictionary and Network dictionary. Basic dictionary is built based on BosonNLP sentiment dictionary [18] . Domain dictionary is built based on SO-PMI (Semantic Orientation Pointwise Mutual Information) [29] . Field dictionary is built based on field classifier [11] .
Network dictionary is built based on Sogou input method lexicon [30] and literature [10] . Only Expression dictionary and Tone dictionary are originally created by us. We build our Expression dictionary based on Formulas (3), (4) and (5) . Meanwhile, we build the Tone dictionary based on Algorithm 1. The two novelty dictionaries are depicted in detail in Section 4.
The Initial sentiment dictionary is not accurate enough for sentiment analysis. Thus, we have to emend it by Degree dictionary and Negative dictionary. These two dictionaries are both based on HowNet [10] , [15] . This specific emendation process is depicted in Section 5.
Consequently, we introduce the building process of initial sentiment dictionary and emended sentiment dictionary as follows.
IV. INITIAL SENTIMENT DICTIONARY A. EXPRESSION DICTIONARY
The expression in the barrage can vividly show audiences' feelings, which is very popular with audiences [31] . For example, in ''End of the flower ah!'', ''
'' is an expression symbol. The expression symbol vividly depicts the action of ''sprinkling flowers'' and shows the happy feeling of the audience.
Most of current researches on barrage sentiment do not consider the influence of expression, which decreases the effect and accuracy of barrage sentiment analysis [4] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] . In this paper, a new barrage expression dictionary is constructed to remove the above problem. The definition of expression dictionary is given below.
Definition 1 (Expression Dictionary):
The expression dictionary is constructed by a set of expressions. We use E to represent an expression dictionary. E has three attributes Symbol, Category and Sentiment Value. Let S be the set of symbols in E, C be the set of categories, and E.V be the set of sentiment values. ∀e ∈ E, s ∈ S, c ∈ C, v ∈ E.V, an expression e = (e.s, e.c, e.v). Meanwhile, ∀e ∈ E, we define e.v ∈ [−3, 3] ∩ e.v ∈ N.
The expression used in this paper comes from the expression lexicon of Sogou input method, including 802 expression symbols in 23 categories [30] .
At present, the study of expression is mainly based on communication science [32] . Few studies have applied expression to sentiment analysis. How to determine the sentiment value of expression is a challenge. In this paper, a new method for calculating the sentiment value of expression is given as follows.
First, ∀e 1 ∈ E ∩ ∀e 2 ∈ E ∩ e 1 = e 2 , we calculate the correlation degree between the two expressions as shown in Formula (3).
In Formula (3), ECD is the abbreviation of Expression Correlation Degree. B(e 1 , e 2 ) denotes the number of barrages that two expressions e 1 and e 2 appear together. B(e 1 ) and B(e 2 ) denote the number of barrages that two expressions appear alone.
The calculation of the above formula will get three results. (1) When ECD(e 1 , e 2 ) 0, e 1 and e 2 have correlation. In other words, if there is a correlation between e 1 and e 2 , then B(e 1 , e 2 ) should be much bigger than B(e 1 ) and B(e 2 ). Meanwhile, the bigger value of ECD(e 1 , e 2 ) shows the stronger correlation. (2) When ECD(e 1 , e 2 ) 0, e 1 and e 2 are mutually exclusive. Meanwhile, the bigger value of |ECD(e 1 , e 2 )| shows the stronger mutex. (3) When ECD(e 1 , e 2 ) ≈ 0, e 1 and e 2 are independent. That is, they are not relevant or mutually exclusive.
Second, we find a set of positive expressions PE and a set of negative expressions NE. Then ∀e ∈ E∩∀p ∈ PE∩∀l ∈ NE, we calculate the sentiment tendency of Expression e as shown in Formula (4) .
In Formula (4), EST is the abbreviation of Expression Sentiment Tendency.
Finally, we define two thresholds δ e l (Lower threshold of e) and δ e u (Upper threshold of e). By the way, the thresholds are not necessarily the same in different application scenarios. Then ∀e ∈ E, we calculate the sentiment value of Expression e as shown in Formula (5) .
In Formula (5), when e.v > 0, e is a commendatory expression. When e.v = 0, e is neutral expression. When e.v <0, e is a derogatory expression.
Our expression dictionary has 802 expression symbols in 23 categories. To simply the illustration, we provide only one example of expression for each category, shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , we set δ e l = 0 and δ e u = 6.
B. TONE DICTIONARY
In most of current researches on barrage sentiment [4] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] , tones are usually considered to be meaningless stop words that can be omitted and filtered out in the text pre-processing stage. That is, they ignore the emotional color of the tones themselves. However, because of the colloquialism and simplification of tones, there are many barrages composed entirely of tones, such as the barrage ''(Ha-ha)''. The barrage expresses the audience's laughter because of the interesting video plot. The barrage also conveys the positive and optimistic feelings of the audience. If the tone ''Ha-ha'' is filtered out as a stop word, it will decrease the effect and accuracy of sentiment analysis.
To remove the above issue, we propose a new barrage tone dictionary. The definition of tone dictionary is given below.
Definition 2 (Tone Dictionary): The tone dictionary is constructed by a set of tones. We use T to represent a tone dictionary. T has two attributes Tone-word and Sentiment Value. Let W be the set of tone-words in T and T.V be the set of sentiment values.
The calculation procedure of tone sentiment value is shown in Figure 3 .
We find that the emotional tendencies of all words from BosonNLP sentiment dictionary [17] do not conform to the actual emotional tendencies of the barrage. Thus, we do not add any word from BosonNLP into T. For ease of description, we use B dict to represent all word names from BosonNLP.
In Figure 3 , first, a barrage b is divided into a set of words J based on Jieba word segmentation tool [33] . ∀j ∈ J, j has two attributes word name j a and word character j c . That is, j = {j a , j c }.
After our study, we find that a word may be a tone only if it has one of the three characteristics {exclamation, modal particle, onomatopoeia}. Meanwhile, the word can not be a word from BosonNLP. That is, if j c ∈ {exclamation, modal particle, onomatopoeia} ∧j a / ∈ B dict , j is a tone-word. Consistent with Definition 2, we use W to represent the set of tone-words.
Then, W is put into the SO-PMI algorithm [32] as input parameter. Consequently, we get the set of SO-PMI values S W . Finally, we calculate the set of tone sentiment values based on S W .
The specific calculation process is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes a barrage b and B dict as input. Meanwhile, it takes the set of tone-words W and the set of tone sentiment values T.V as output. First, we find the set of tonewords W (Steps 2-7). Second, we calculate the set of tone sentiment values T.V (Steps 8-24).
For ease of understanding, an example is given in Table 2 to illustrate the execution result of Algorithm 1.
In Table 2 , for example, because the barrage of ID = 2 does not contain any tone, it does not run Steps 9-21 of Algorithm 1. That is, it has not sentiment value (Step 23). The barrage of ID = 1 has a tone ''Mama'' after running Steps 2-7. Then we get it's SO-PMI value 6.7 (Step 9). Finally, we get it's sentiment value 1 (Steps 10-21). For all s t ∈ S W do 11
Switch(s t ) 12
Case 0 t.v: = 0 13
Case ∈(0, 10] t.v: = 1 14
Case ∈(10, 20] t.v: = 2 15
Case ∈(20, +∞) t.v: = 3 16
Case 
V. EMENDED CALCULATION
For example, an audience says ''good-looking'', another says ''very good-looking'', the other says ''not good-looking''. If the sentiment values of these 3 barrages are the same, it is obviously unreasonable. Similarly, an audience sends a barrage of a flower. If an exclamation mark is added behind the flower, it is obvious that the two sentiment values should be different. Therefore, it is necessary to emend the sentiment value to distinguish different barrages with the same sentiment word. To this end, we construct a degree dictionary and a negative dictionary. We use DD to represent the Degree Dictionary and ND to represent the Negative Dictionary. Emended calculation is not only for a certain kind of dictionary, but for all sentiment dictionaries. For this reason, in accordance with above definitions, we use V to represent all sentiment values, ∀v ∈ V , we use v m to represent the emended sentiment value of v. The definitions of related emended calculation are given below.
Definition 3 (Barrage Sentence Pattern): Different sentence patterns correspond to different sentiment intensities. We define the sentence pattern influencing coefficient X, the calculation rules for X are as follows.
Rule 1: if the barrage type is an exclamation sentence, that is, "!" appears in the barrage, X = 2.
Rule 2: if the barrage type is an interrogative sentence, that is, "?" appears in the barrage, and there are no rhetorical question (such as " Isn't ...? ") in the barrage, X = 0.9.
Rule 3: if the barrage type is a rhetorical question sentence, that is, "?" appears in the barrage, and there is a rhetorical question (such as " Isn't ...? ") in the barrage, X = −1.5.
Rule 4: If the above three rules are not met, X = 1.
Based on the definition of X, ∀v ∈ V , v's emended sentiment value v m is calculated as shown in Formula (6) .
Definition 4 (Degree Emendation): When a sentiment word is modified by a set of k degree words d i ∈ DD, i ∈ [1, k]. The corresponding emendation coefficient is d m−i . Then the calculation method of v's emended sentiment value v m is shown in Formula (7) .
Definition 5 (Negative Emendation): When a set of negative words modify the front of a sentiment word, the calculation method is shown in Formula (8), where n is the number of negative words.
There are two kinds of cases that negative words and degree words appear in a barrage concurrently. One is "Negative words + Degree words + Sentiment word", which has a weaker influence on the sentiment intensity. The other is "Degree words + Negative words + Sentiment Word", which has a stronger influence on the sentiment intensity. For example, "not very good-looking" and "so bad-looking", the sentiment intensity of the first sentence is obviously weaker than that of the second sentence. So the related definitions are given as follows.
Definition 6 (Degree Words + Negative Words): When a sentiment word is modified by a set of degree words + a set of negative words, ∀v ∈ V , the calculation method of v's emended sentiment value v m is shown in Formula (9) .
Definition 7 (Negative Words + Degree Words): When a sentiment word is modified by a set of negative words + a set of degree words, ∀v ∈ V , the calculation method of v's emended sentiment value v m is shown in Formula (10) .
The main notations used in this paper are listed in Table 3 . Based on the above definitions, Algorithm 2 details the emended calculation process. The algorithm takes a barrage b, a set of rhetorical questions Q w , a degree dictionary DD, a negative dictionary ND and the initial sentiment value v of the sentiment word in b as input. Meanwhile, it takes the emended sentiment value v m as output.
Firstly, we calculate the sentence pattern influencing coefficient X (Steps 2-7) of sentences with ''?''. Considering that there may be ''?'' and ''!'' in a barrage concurrently, we integrate the two kinds of influencing coefficients to get the combined influencing coefficient X (Steps 8-10).
Second, we calculate the comprehensive degree emendation coefficient d M (Steps 11-15 
Else
End if 33 End if 34 End if 35 Return v m negative words. Finally, we calculate the emended sentiment value v m (Steps 20-34) according to Definitions 6-10.
After the emended sentiment value is obtained, this kind of data can be used in many ways. It can be used for analyzing the bias of barrage reviews, counting the number of biased people, grading videos, etc.
For example, we can divide the barrage into three classifications. First, we set a sentiment threshold range δ =[δ min , δ max ]. Then, ∀v ∈ V , if v >δ max , the barrage with v is positive. If v <δ min , the barrage with v is negative. If v ∈ δ, the barrage with v is neutral.
We set δ = [−0.8, 0.8], and take Table 4 as examples to illustrate the execution process of Algorithm 2. In the barrage 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, in order to verify the effectiveness and practicability of our scheme BSET, we compare BSET with SACM (Sentiment Analysis of Chinese Micro-blog text based on extended sentiment dictionary) [10] and CTSA (Chinese Text Sentiment Analysis based on extended sentiment dictionary) [11] . The two methods have the highest correlation with our scheme. Meanwhile, they are also the most classic methods for our application scenarios.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
To verify the effect of sentiment analysis based on expression and tone, we use python [34] to get 63006 barrages from bilibilibili [13] . Our barrages include 10 categories of animation, teleplay, music, dance, science and technology, life, ghost animal, entertainment, film and television, screening hall. Our barrages are from the Top-3 popular videos of the 10 categories before June 30, 2019. We preprocess these barrages to get high quality barrage data after removing the noise barrage made up of punctuation marks.
After classifying the barrage, we find that the sentiment tendency of the barrage reflected by users is distinct. The neutral barrage is less than the others. Most of barrages are positive or negative. In the whole experimental data set, the barrage with positive sentiment tendency is more than that with negative sentiment tendency. For this reason, the three types of barrages (positive, negative, neutral) are compared in terms of analytical performance.
In all experiments, we set lower threshold of e δ e l = 0, upper threshold of e δ e u = 6 and sentiment threshold range δ = [−0.8, 0.8].
Precision, Recall and F-Measure are widely recognized and used as the evaluation indexes of experimental performance [4] , [6] , [7] , [9] - [11] . Therefore, in this paper, we use them to test the performance of the three methods (BSET, SACM and CTSA) for barrage sentiment analysis. The definition of precision is shown in Formula (11) . The definition of recall is shown in Formula (12) . The definition of F-Measure is shown in Formula (13) . In the three formulas, N c represents the correct analyzed number of barrages in a classification, N a represents the actual analyzed number of barrages in the classification, and N s represents the number of barrages that should be analyzed as the classification.
First, we construct a Traditional Dictionary (abbreviated as TD). TD includes all the relevant dictionaries of literatures [10] and [11] (shown in Figure 2 ). That is, TD={Basic dictionary, Domain dictionary, Field dictionary, Network dictionary, Degree dictionary, Negative dictionary}. In addition, we also add some new sentiment words (not mentioned in [10] and [11] ) into TD. In other words, TD refers to existing dictionaries, including the latest sentiment dictionaries such as literatures [10] , [11] .
Then, we add two new dictionaries: expression dictionary E and tone dictionary T into TD. We name this new dictionary as BSET. That is BSET={TD, E, T}.
To clearly see the effect after adding T and/or E, we design three groups of experiments. In the first group (Section 6.2), we add the tone dictionary T into TD to get a new dictionary TD+T. Then we compare the performance of TD+T with the existing two methods (SACM [10] and CTSA [11] ) in Formulas (11) to (13) . In the second group (Section 6.3), we add the expression dictionary E into TD to get a new dictionary TD+E. Then we compare TD+E with the existing two methods. In the third group (section 6.4), we add tone dictionary and expression dictionary into TD to get our new dictionary BSET. Then BSET proposed in this paper is compared with the existing methods. Finally, we compare the performance of our scheme with that of the existing methods on various kinds of barrages. 
B. TONE DICTIONARY
To verify the influence of tone dictionary on barrage sentiment analysis, we add tone dictionary T into TD to get a new dictionary TD+T. Then TD+T is compared with SACM and CTSA. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4 , where the three abscissae represent the barrage classification. The ordinate of Figure 4(a) represents precision, the ordinate of Figure 4 (b) represents recall, and the ordinate of Figure 4 (c) represents F-Measure.
In Figure 4 (a), TD+T adds tone dictionary T on the basis of TD. So tone words not included in TD can be identified. Therefore, the precision of TD+T in all sentiment tendencies is higher than that of SACM and CTSA. This proves the obvious influence of tone on barrage sentiment analysis. In other words, the construction of tone dictionary is helpful to improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis.
In addition, for example, "It's hard to say whether I like it or not" appears the sentiment word "like". But in fact, this barrage is neutral. Thus, we use a threshold range instead of a threshold, which makes our scheme BSET significantly better than CTSA and SACM in terms of the precision of the neutral barrages. In Figure 4 (b), after the tone words are added, some barrages that were wrongly classified as neutral barrages are correctly classified as positive or negative barrages. Thus the recall of TD+T is higher than that of CTSA and SACM. CTSA adds some field words and polysemic words, so the average recall of CTSA is higher than SACM.
In Figure 4(c) , the F-Measure of TD+T in each classification is higher than that of SACM and CTSA. SACM focuses on microblog. The tone words in microblog are not as important as that in the barrage. On the other hand, CTSA adds some sentiment words with strong emotional color. Thus the F-Measure of polysemic barrages is slightly higher than SACM.
C. EXPRESSION DICTIONARY
To verify the influence of expression dictionary on barrage sentiment analysis, we add expression dictionary E into TD to get a new dictionary TD+E. Then TD+E is compared with SACM and CTSA. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 , where the three abscissae represent the barrage classification. The ordinates of Figure 5 (a), 5(b) and 5(c) represent precision, recall and F-Measure respectively.
In Figure 5 (a), TD+E adds expression dictionary E on the basis of TD. TD+E can identify the expression symbols excluding by the traditional dictionary. Thus, we effectively increase the number of correctly identified barrages. This makes our precision of sentiment analysis higher than the existing methods SACM and CTSA, which proves the obvious influence of expressions on sentiment analysis. Building expression dictionary helps improve the effect of sentiment analysis. In addition, the precision of TD+E is significantly higher than that of TD+T. Therefore, the addition of expression is more helpful to sentiment analysis than the addition of tone.
In Figure 5 (b), after adding expression dictionary E, we can correctly classify some misclassified barrages. Therefore, the recall of various classifications is higher than the existing SACM and CTSA. SACM has no polysemic word, field word or expression word, so the recall of SACM is lower than TD+E and CTSA.
In Figure 5 (c), TD+E can correctly classify some neutral barrages with wrong classification into negative barrage and positive barrage. Thus, it significantly improves the F-Mesure of the positive and negative barrages. Therefore, it has a higher F-Mesure than SACM and CTSA. CTSA adds some polar affective words, so it can find out the correct classification of affective words better than SACM. Thus, the F-Mesure of CTSA is higher than SACM.
D. BSET
Adding tone dictionary T and expression dictionary E into traditional dictionary TD is our scheme BSET. To verify the effectiveness and practicability of BSET, this group of experiments compare BSET with the existing methods SACM and CTSA. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 , where the three abscissae represent the barrage classification. The ordinates of Figure 6 (a), 6(b) and 6(c) represent precision, recall and F-Measure respectively.
In Figure 6 (a), due to the addition of tone dictionary and expression dictionary, the precision of BSET in all classifications is significantly higher than SACM and CTSA. Because CTSA has added polysemic words with strong emotional color and distinct emotional tendency, CTSA is better than SACM in precision analysis.
In Figure 6 (b), CTSA adds some polysemic sentiment words, so it can better identify positive and negative barrages. SACM adds degree dictionary, network dictionary and negative dictionary, so it can emend sentiment values. However, they do not consider the expression dictionary and tone dictionary, resulting in the neglect of many effective sentiment words. Thus, their recalls are lower than our BSET.
SACM is aimed at microblog. The barrage is closely related to the network culture. Thus, the barrage has many features that are not available in microblog. When dealing with sentiment analysis of barrage, a set of positive barrages and negative barrages are classified into neutral barrages. Therefore, the F-Measure of SACM is lower than that of CTSA and BSET. CTSA did not consider the expression influence in the barrage, so the F-Mesure of sentiment analysis is lower than our BSET in Figure 6 (c).
E. VARIOUS KINDS OF BARRAGES
As described in Section 6.1, we use python [34] to get the 10 kinds of barrages. To simplify the description, we randomly select 6 kinds of barrages as data sources. Then we compare the performance of our BSET with the existing SACM and CTSA methods on these 6 kinds of barrages. The comparison results are shown in Table 5 . As can be seen from the table, our method has better precision, recall and F-Mesure than the existing methods in the barrage sentiment analysis of each kind.
To sum up, the scheme proposed in this paper significantly outperforms the existing methods in almost all aspects. Meanwhile, our scheme can be applied to almost all kinds of barrage sentiment analysis with good universality. In additon, the data analysis method proposed in this paper may be used in many scenarios, such as cloud computing [35] , publish/subscribe [36] , movies reviews [37] , data query [38] , etc. VOLUME 7, 2019 
VII. CONCLUSION
At present, there are more and more expression words and tone words in the barrage. But most of the existing methods do not analyze the sentiment value of expressions and tones. That is, they neglect many effective sentiment words. Therefore, this paper constructs a new sentiment dictionary based on expression and tone. Our dictionary fully considers the influence of expression and tone on the sentiment analysis of barrage. It can find out some wrong sentiment classification and correct it. Therefore, we effectively improve the accuracy and effect of sentiment analysis for positive and negative barrages. At the same time, we change a single threshold to a threshold range, which effectively expands the scope of neutral barrages. Thus we improve the accuracy and effect of neutral barrage analysis. The experimental results show that our method significantly outperforms the existing methods in precision, recall and F-Mesure. Meanwhile, the scheme in this paper can be used to analyze almost all kinds of barrages, which has good universality. 
